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NFL Draft 2015 Scouting Report: CB Ronald Darby, Florida St 

*CB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, Wonderlic test 

results leaked, etc. We will update info as it becomes available.  

 

Ronald Darby has a place in the NFL, but he has no business being in anyone’s top-32 mock draft or top 

50-100 prospects for this draft. It’s insane. It’s “He went to Florida State and runs fast = he must be a 

great prospect” thinking. 

Darby doesn’t offer you the size you want in a 1st-round Cornerback prospect, but he does give you the 

speed-agility…but most importantly he does not give you a shred of ability on tape or in his performance 

numbers to warrant a top 30-50 ranking. We don’t think he’s even a top 100 prospect. 

All you have with Darby is nice speed-agility metrics. He ran an impressive 4.38 40-time at the NFL 

Combine—that foot speed alone will get you to the NFL ‘dance’. Add to it nice agility times…and you 

know you have an athlete who belongs on an NFL roster. I don’t dispute that. It’s everything else that’s a 

problem… 

Darby is 5’10”+/193-pounds with tiny (8.7”) hands. He also produced just 12 reps at his NFL Combine 

bench press. He has the profile of all smaller, less-physical, finesse Cornerback. One that will have issues 

in the NFL with bigger WRs. He’s not much of a tackler, and you’ll see why we say that in the statistical 

analysis in the next section. He has a solid form while tackling, but he’s not core-strong, and he shies 

away from a lot of contact—you don’t see him leading the way on many tackles. 

His tape, to me, is the worst scouting attribute on Darby trying to make any case for him as a top NFL 

prospect. I watched his game against Oregon…he was lost and used by Marcus Mariota. There was no 

fear, no shying away from Darby by Oregon. His team/defense got walloped in that game. You could try 

to make the argument/excuse that Oregon confused everybody…except Ohio State. 

The next ‘bad’ example I noted on Darby was his 2014 matchup with respected WR prospect Phillip 

Dorsett, Miami, Florida. Dorsett is exactly the kind of matchup Darby was meant to cover in college, and 

at the next level—a smaller, speedy WR that’s going deep a lot. Dorsett posted 4 catches and 90 yards 

with a TD against FSU…his TD was an easy, simple burn of Darby for a 27-yard TD right down the middle 

on a deep ball. What Dorsett’s 4-90-1 line doesn’t show, was a play where Dorsett caught a 30+ yard TD 

heave right in Darby’s face…but as Dorsett leapt and made the catch in the end-zone, his foot came 

down out of bounds by about a foot. 

Additionally, not noted in the ‘vs. Darby’ stat line in the Miami game: Very early in the game, Dorsett 

was scorched by WR Stacy Coley; easily burned Darby off the snap. Darby fell down recovering, then 

once to his feet he ran into a teammate…Coley was left wide-open by 25+ yards, but the Miami QB 

overthrew him. What would have been a 71-yard TD against Darby turned into an incomplete pass. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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Darby is not physical, so he plays off WRs…and then has trouble reading their moves as they chase 

downfield. He has the speed to hang if he guesses properly. However, there are too many times Darby is 

guessing wrong going deep or giving up easy plays in front of him. 

Darby has superior speed-agility, so he deserves a look in the NFL. However, there are so many 

performance red-flags for ‘bust’ here, I cannot believe some evaluators push him as a top-25 NFL Draft 

prospect. Some NFL team is going to fall in love with his speed and waste a valuable top-60 draft pick; I 

suspect. 

 

  

Ronald Darby, Through the Lens of Our CB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

Here’s what would scare me to death that I’m right about Darby’s poor coverage skills: He credited with 

16 passes defended (PDs) over his three-year, a 39-game college career. That’s a weak/low amount for a 

decent college CB. In the past two seasons, 14 games played in each, and he had just four passes 

defended in each season—that’s either a sign of supreme greatness (no one dares throw his way) or 

poor coverage skills (yes). 

Consider all the Darby PD info in the context that FSU had great, NFL-defenders all over. It’s not like Trae 

Waynes at Michigan State, where the other side of the field was so awful in coverage in 2014 that teams 

just avoided Waynes’ side of the field. College teams had no issue going after Darby. He was an easy 

mark for solid QBs facing FSU. 

Darby had 16 PDs in a 39-game college career. Kevin Johnson had 38 PDs in his career. Eric Rowe was a 

Safety for three seasons before moving to CB and had 36 PDs in his career—13 PDs in his one year as a 

Cornerback. Marcus Peters produced 27 PDs. Darryl Roberts had more PDs (17) last season, than Darby 

did in his entire career. Darby’s PD numbers are a disappointment over some of the CB prospects that 

are rated behind Darby (by others, not us)…especially disappointing considering Darby was not an 

‘avoided’ college CB. 

Darby is not much of a tackler, as we noted earlier… 

Darby had four or more tackles in a game just four-times in his 14-games in 2014. In 2013, Darby never 

made four or more tackles in his entire 14-game season. In 28-games the past two season, Darby had 0, 

1, or 2 solo tackles in a game 22 times. 

In that same two-season span, Darryl Roberts had 0-2 solo tackles in a game just seven-times. Marcus 

Peters 11-times. Eric Rowe nine-times. Byron Jones ten-times. Trae Waynes 11-times. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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Darby’s lack of statistical evidence defending passes combined with low tackle-effort numbers…what’s 

there to be so excited about for the NFL? 

 

The Historical CB Prospects to Whom Ronald Darby Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

Orlando Scandrick is a useful NFL CB, but nothing overly special. Marcus Burley has some skills—a smart 

grab by Seattle off waivers, but he’s not likely to be a purposeful starter in the NFL. Darby, like 

Scandrick, can cover the deep ball ‘OK’ enough in the NFL, but doesn’t give you much of anything else. 

 

CB 
Grade 

Last First Draft 
Yr 

College H H W Cover 
Rating 

Speed 
Metrics 

Agility 
Metric 

Tackle 
Metric 

3.79 Darby Ronald 2015 Florida State 5 10.5 193 4.51 9.89 5.73 5.17 

7.07 Scandrick Orlando 2008 Boise St 5 10.0 192 6.27 12.12 5.91 6.57 

1.54 Burley Marcus 2013 Delaware 5 9.5 185 3.06 7.01 4.69 5.85 

5.53 Alford Robert 2013 SE La. 5 10.1 188 6.35 6.41 5.39 5.63 

7.32 Washington Fabian 2005 Nebraska 5 10.4 188 8.04 10.92 11.26 6.45 

2.49 Wilson C.J. 2013 NC State 5 11.0 193 3.39 4.93 3.40 6.35 

 

*The ratings are based on a 1–10 rating scale, but a prospect can score over 10.0+ and less than 0.0 

OVERALL RATING -- We merge the data from physical measurables, skill times/counts from the NFL 

Combine/Pro Days, with college performance data available on pass coverage/tackles, etc. and grade it 

compared to our database history of all college CBs, with a focus on which CBs went on to be good-

great-elite in the NFL. We found characteristics/data points that the successful NFL CBs had in common 

in college, that most other CB prospects could not match/achieve. 

Scoring with a rating over a 7.00+ in our system is where we start to take a CB prospect more seriously. 

Most of the future NFL successful college CBs scored 8.00+, and most of the NFL superior CBs pushed 

scores more in the 9.00+ levels...and future NFL busts will sneak in there from time to time. 10.00+ is 

where most of the elite NFL CBs tend to score in our system analysis. 

COVERAGE -- A combination of on-field data/performance and physical profile data 

SPEED -- Measurables from a perspective of straight-line speed, burst, etc. 

AGILITY -- Measurables for lateral movements, quick cuts, body type, speed, etc.  

POWER -- A look at physical size, tackling productivity in college, other physical measurables. One of 

the side benefits/intentions here, is to see which CBs may be more of a model for a conversion to playing 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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safety successfully in the NFL. Also denotes CBs who are more physical/will have higher tackle 

totals...over pure speed/coverage CBs. 

 

2015 NFL Draft Outlook: 

You can find Ronald Darby projected anywhere from as high as pick #25 overall all the way down to the 

3rd-round. In the end, I suspect an NFL team will fall for his sub 4.4 speed and take him around pick #55-

65. 

If I were an NFL GM, I’d have no interest in Darby. Most every scouting clue points towards a bust…at 

best a useful nickel or dime guy. I’d take him late, or undrafted…but you can have him in the top-100. 

 

NFL Outlook:    

Darby is likely to sit at least a year while he gains experience and bulks his body up. Maybe, after a year 

or two an NFL team might have something more useful here. He’s likely going to be a forgotten entity in 

the NFL for his first few years…and he might resurface as a possible starter/#2 CB a few years down the 

road; like Orlando Scandrick did. It also wouldn’t shock me if Darby struggled early and often…and just 

disappeared after 4-5 years in the league. 
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